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May 9 Meeting

Welcome Mayor John Dailey, our May 9th Speaker
By Bob Holladay, President

It has been a momentous season for the
Tallahassee Historical Society. Well,
sort of. We got an official home at the
Governor Martin House, our president
didn’t embarrass us (too much), we had
really great speakers, we conned an
innocent bystander into becoming our
webmaster so that we have actually and
effectively joined the digital age, and
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we conned another innocent bystander
with a natural talent for helping us raise
our public profile into joining the board.
We’re just a bunch of con artists. As your
president, I am proud of our board’s hard
work and dedication. That would be you,
Marjorie Holladay (Vice President, and
keeper of your president), Andy Wright,
(Treasurer), Nina Gonzalbez (Secretary),
Doug Smith (7th generation Tallahassean
and Past President), Brendan Crellin
(aforementioned webmaster), and our three
at-large members, Claude Kenneson, Dave
Lang, and Beth McGrotha, each of whom
has been indispensable. I’ve had a lot of fun
this year; I hope they have, too. I hope you,
as members, have too.

meeting where you, the members and your
guests, bring sumptuous foods for our
enjoyment. The May meeting is usually an
old-fashioned Florida barbecue. Well, this
year your president messed up and ordered
the barbecue for Christmas (because,
remember, nothing says Christmas like
barbecue), which means our May 9 meeting
is up to you.

So now it’s time for our last meeting
of the season, Thursday night, May 9.
The May meeting is always special, and
I think this one will be too. We usually
make our Christmas meeting a “potluck”

The food aside, as well as the beauty of the
location (keep reading for more on that),
the major reason why you need to come on
May 9 is our speaker. I am certain that

Bob Holladay, President
Marjorie Holladay, Vice President
Nina Gonzalbez, Secretary
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Please bring lots of food: salads, desserts,
casseroles, whatever you have stuck away
in the freezer that you need to get rid of.
Or you can slave over a hot stove, knowing
how much we will appreciate it. Or you can
go to Publix. You have great creative leeway
in what you bring.

Andy Wright, Treasurer
Doug Smith, Past President
Brendan Crellin, Webmaster

continued on Page 2
Dave Lang, At-Large
Claude Kenneson, At-Large
Beth McGrotha, At-Large

sometime during the Tallahassee Historical Society’s 85 years, we have had the mayor of Tallahassee
speak to us. Considering how small Tallahassee was 85 years ago, I’m reasonably certain that somewhere
along the line a Tallahassee mayor has either been president, or has served on the board. Still, it’s been a
while, maybe a long while.

Mayor John Dailey

I first raised the prospect of Mayor John Dailey speaking to us shortly after he was elected in November.
At first there was a kind of shocked silence from his office while city officials scrambled to make sure he
was too busy to come on May 9. But then, one day near Christmas, I ran into him (literally) emerging
from The Midtown Reader carrying a box of books. When I introduced myself, he got this trapped, “how
can I get out of this” look, but finally realized he couldn’t. Seriously, John Dailey is a native Tallahassean,
friend to a number of our members, and therefore has an appreciation for this community’s heritage
and history. He has already had an interesting first few months and it promises to be more interesting,
especially as the city begins to gear up for its bicentennial in 2024, an event your historical society aims
to be part of. I hope Mayor Dailey will touch upon that, and some of the ideas the city has for that event;
I also hope he will talk about the pleasures and challenges of living here, and the historical legacies that
touch us all. He has a great opportunity here; so do we.
The May 9 meeting will begin at 6 pm; dinner will begin at 6:30, and Mayor Dailey’s address will begin at 7. Before he speaks, I will ask
the membership in attendance to vote to change our bylaws to allow 9 instead of 7 members of the Board. This is to allow membership
of Brendan Crellin and Beth McGrotha. I will then ask the members in attendance to approve (or disapprove) the entire membership of
the Board, which, with the exception of the addition of Brendan and Beth, will be the same as last year. Now is your chance!
Please come to our May 9 meeting and welcome Mayor John Dailey and his wife, Virginia. Please feel free to bring a guest! The meeting
will take place at a private and historic residence in Tallahassee. We are keeping the address a secret amongst our members. If you are a
member, hopefully you have received the address in recent meeting reminders. If not, please reach out to President@tallhasseehistorical
society.org. A brief reminder: we do want everybody to come, but we don’t want to surprise our hosts with overwhelming numbers, so
please R.S.V.P. (if you have not already) using the form on our website.
Y’all come.

Claude’s Corner

by Claude Kenneson, At-Large Board Member

Florida’s Oldest Festival:

The May Day Celebration Originated in Tallahassee
Welcome to the month of May. Take your pick. May Day, May
Party, May Queen, Maypole, they are all interconnected. These
activities derive from an ancient festival, with its origin in paganism,
that welcomes spring and the month of May. It was adopted by
many cultures. Here in America the Puritans frowned upon it.
Nevertheless, the English handed down these customs to some
Americans, who made them their own. That is what is believed
happened to the festivities that found their way to Tallahassee. The
story handed down is that it was most likely introduced on two
occasions by one or both of the daughters (Elizabeth/Laura) of
William Wirt, who was attorney general of the United States. In
1822 Elizabeth had been “assigned the post of May Queen in a May
Day Festival” in Washington D.C., where the family lived. Wirt also
happened to be a large land owner near Tallahassee and had divided
the land between his two daughters. Laura and her husband came in
1827 to settle on her share, called Bellemont Plantation. Laura died

in 1833, at about the same time Elizabeth and her husband, Louis
Goldsborough, arrived to settle on her portion, named Wirtland.
So, some have surmised that one or both of the sisters may have
celebrated and introduced the first May Party in their homes here in
Leon County.
The first confirmed evidence of the celebration in the city of
Tallahassee, however, comes from the local newspaper, The Florida
Watchman (May 5, 1838): “MAY DAY--Tuesday last, the first day of
May, was celebrated by the young ladies of this place, in due form ....
A large company assembled at the new Court Room, in the evening,
which was tastefully decorated with evergreens and flowers, to watch
the coronation. The young ladies, beautifully attired, entered the
room in good order, at the sound of music, headed by the queen elect
and her attendants, who gracefully ascended the throne, where she
was invested with the Floral Diadem....” Unfortunately, she is not
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named because at this time it was not customary to print the name
of a lady in a newspaper. The May 4, 1839 The Floridian likewise
describes the May Party, again celebrated in the Court Room and
also mentions the coronation of the Queen, but without naming her.

success. Our queen [Florence Holland] was beautiful and the flower
girls were too....There was a large crowd from Tallahassee and from
Thomasville.” Tallahassee had its own May Party then, too, crowning
Eliza Coles as queen.

In the early years the May Party was held at different venues besides
the Court Room. The May 6, 1848 issue of the same paper states
it was held in the Capitol. Interestingly, in regards to the Queen,
it states: “The Female Academy, long accustomed to furnish the
seat in the line flourishing under the auspices of the Rev. and Mrs.
NEIL, honored the occasion with one of its fairest pupils .... The
coronation of the Queen of May is an ancient ceremony, handed
down according to forms with no essential change, from the days
of the Tudors and Plantagenets, when the nobility and commons
are wont to meet on terms of equality .... At the hour of twelve this
gay assemblage was summoned into the other wing of the Capitol,
where a sumptuous table welcomed their reception--the richest
viands, creams, curds--and
then what strawberries! All the
delicacies of the season were
spread in elegant profusion.
After doing full justice to
the banquet and the feast, all
returned with renewed ardor
to the gay and mystic dance...
At three o’clock in the morning,
this large assemblage ... retired.”

No reference to the celebration could be found in the newspaper
during the Civil War. It was understandably not a time for
festivities. The resumption of the May Day celebration took place
in May 1867. The Semi Weekly Floridian (May 3) reported: “We
have seldom witnessed a more interesting and beautiful scene than
that presented last Wednesday afternoon by the children of Miss
NANNIE BALTZELL’S school in the ceremonies of crowning
the May Queen on the green at the end of 200 Foot Street.” Miss
MARY LEWIS was the queen. Interestingly, we are also told that
“the children of LYDIA SMITH’S colored Day School had a May
Day celebration in the Capitol Square on Wednesday afternoon. The
usual ceremonies of crowning the Queen and speeches were gone
through with, after marching
through the streets, all winding
up with a dance in the Hall of
the House of Representatives in
the Capitol.... Another colored
Day School, the name of whose
teacher we did not learn, had
a celebration yesterday, with a
dance in the Capitol at night.”
This is a rare mention of
blacks, who in those days had a
separate celebration.

In May 1849, the same
ceremony was repeated in “the
spacious hall of the House of
From the foregoing we learn
Representatives ... decorated
that the favorite site for the
with those beautiful evergreen,
annual pageant for the whites
indigenous to our climate, the
had already shifted from the
magnolias, bay and running
courthouse or Capitol to the
vines of various descriptions.
“green” near the center of town,
The throne too, occupied
under the majestic huge oak
by the youthful Queen, by
tree in what is now known as
far its fairest ornament, was
Lewis Park. Again, on May 2,
embellished and adorned in
1871 the Floridian & Journal
the most beautiful manner....”
relates that, “The celebration of
The paper also mentions that
the First of May on the ‘Green’
May Party--Tallahassee, Florida. 1904.
From Florida Memory.
several hundred persons were
yesterday was without doubt the
in attendance, comprising of
nicest, prettiest, best arranged
young and old, men and women, and of differing occupations. A
and most successful that has been witnessed in our city for many
sumptuous meal was served in the Senate chamber. Afterwards,
a day .... A platform had been erected beneath the umbrageous,
people returned to the ballroom for more dancing. The Party broke
majestic oak, which if it could talk could record many such scenes,
up around 1 p.m. This is also the first time that we come close to the which was neatly and tastefully adorned with evergreens and flowers,
name of a queen. She is referred to as Miss B.
furnished with a carpet and provided with a handsome chair of
state. By five o’clock a very large assemblage of ladies and gentlemen
The earliest named queen, however, comes to us from a May 3, 1959
had collected on the ground, and as the ‘Tallahassee Cornet Band’
Tallahassee Democrat article that informs us that Mary Antoinette
played an inspiring air, the handsome Queen of May, Miss Minnie
Myers (Mrs. E.L.T. Blake) was brought to the May Party in a
Flagg, made her appearance, followed by her maids of honor and a
wheelchair in 1914 and that she had served as the queen in 1844.
long train of admiring subjects. Making the circuit of the crowd, the
The queen at that time, Miss Katherine Fitzgerald “descended from
Queen marched up to and ascended the throne and took her seat
her throne and gave half of her flowers” to Mrs. Blake.
....” [Floridian May 2, 1871]. This article also describes a tradition
connected to the May Party that was handed down through the
The May Party was not always held in town in those early years.
years: “The Dance Around The May-Pole.” Numerous times the local
Sometimes they were also held on the large plantations. Susan
paper mentions small children dancing around a maypole at the May
Bradford Eppes describes one such party in 1860, at Greenwood,
Party in Lewis Park.
in her book Some Eventful Years. “The May Party was a complete
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Dancing around the Maypole--Tallahassee, Florida. 1961.
From Florida Memory.

Occasionally, too, in succeeding years, the May Festival was held in
Gallie’s Hall, under the direction of Mrs. Williams, the principal
of the Female Academy. For such an event the place was always
packed with people. The shift in venue in the 1890s and onward
was back to Lewis Park.
The annual celebration was sponsored through the years by various
groups. At first, a lady of the town spearheaded it with the help of
other ladies who came together to host it; later, the children of the
Scene from the 1967 Tallahassee May Party under the historic
Female Academy directed by Mrs. Williams, the principal; followed
May Oak in Lewis Park. From Florida Memory.
by the Lewis family, who deeded the land to the city for a park,
where the May Oak once stood; then the Tallahassee Improvement
Association; and, still later, ladies from St. John’s Episcopal Church
and Trinity Methodist, as well as the Kings Daughters took turns. Fenton Davis Avant informs us that: “For approximately fifty years Leon
High School, along with its teachers, band and choral directors and interested parties ran the May Party. The Queen and her court were
elected by the student body and it became one of the outstanding local events of the year. The celebration grew to include hundreds of
participants and thousands of spectators....” And there were always children dancing, singing, and giving speeches. For numerous years, the
Tallahassee Garden Club was responsible for decorations and flowers for the occasion.
Other schools have intermittently and additionally held their own May Parties, including Caroline Brevard, Florida High, Sealey Memorial,
Florida State College Demonstration School, as well as the Florida State College for Women. Interestingly, Black America Series Tallahassee,
Florida, by Althemese Barnes and Ann Roberts, describes the May Day celebrations by blacks. “During the days of segregation, these
occasions were held at each school. Classes were given a theme, a specific costume, and were taught a dance to perform at a community-wide
event. Schools were closed for the occasion.”
Due to difficulties during integration, Leon High had to abandon the festival and none was held in 1970. The January 21, 1970 Tallahassee
Democrat sadly announced: “Annual May Party Dropped.” But, good news returned on April 20, 1971, with the announcement from the
same paper that a revival of the City May Party was planned. The Tallahassee Sons of the American Revolution, took up the task, sponsored
and paid the expenses for the Fest. They kept it going until 1974; there have been no citywide May Parties since. Thus ended Florida’s and
some say the South’s oldest annual event of its kind, much to the dismay of many a Tallahassean.
To top it all, the massive May Oak, which was described in 1974 as 200 years old, collapsed due to decay in August 1986 and was removed
several months later; its 6-foot wide stump and a marker commemorating May Day celebrations remain at the east end of Lewis Park.
Additionally, two live oaks were planted on either side of the May Oak stump on May 1, 1987.
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A Word From
Our Fearless Leader

The Public Face of
History

by Bob Holladay, President

Hot Off the Presses
On April 25, I was fortunate to be in the
basement of the R.A. Gray Building, when
archeologists with the Department of State
delivered a truly amazing piece of history: a
dugout canoe, probably dating from 10001,500 A.D., discovered in the Kissimmee
River. Made of pine (the archaeologists
think). The water of the river helped preserve
it, and as you will see from the pictures
we’ve included on page 10, it was put in
a conservation tank where it will undergo
probably years of stabilization efforts before
it is put on public display. When it is, it will
become a splendid part of our public history.
History, as a public entity, is everywhere.
It is in our state and national parks; it is in
our school rooms; it is on our televisions
and movie screens—often with an alarming
lack of factual accuracy; it is in our political
utterances, and in how we vote. And it is in
our artifacts. One of the odd things about
being an American is that we tell ourselves
that we are supposed to be a forward-looking
society, but we’re not, no more than the
French, or British, or any other nation of
the world. We plan our futures based on our
past because we would be stupid not to. And
we are stupid to believe that we can erase
the realities and truths of history by erasing
the physical remnants of it, whether they
be buildings, land itself, cemeteries, or past
historical interpretations which in 2019 make
us uncomfortable. History is not supposed to
make us comfortable; it is supposed to make
us think.
I’m worried about attempts to erase history
in the name of making people comfortable,
creating “safe spaces” as it were. The latest

New History Books
You Should Check Out
The Burning House
by Anders Walker
(Yale University Press, $35)

I first heard of this book driving back from
Columbus, Georgia in the aftermath of
Hurricane Michael. I turned on NPR, and
there was the author, Anders Walker, being
interviewed about it. Then I found out that he
was a Thomasville native, and had graduated
from Maclay School, and I knew I had to read
it.
The Burning House is about the Brown v. Board
of Education Supreme Court decision of May
1954, and how both southern white writers
and southern black writers reacted to it. The
writers Walker examines include some of
the heavyweights of the 20th century: Robert Penn Warren, Eudora Welty, Flannery
O’Connor, James Baldwin, Ralph Ellison, and Zora Neale Hurston, among others.
What makes Walker’s book so important is that almost all of them disagreed with
the reasoning behind the decision, that African-American culture and history was so
inferior as to be “pathological.”
The Brown decision was heavily based on a 1944 study, An American Dilemma by
Swedish sociologist Gunner Myrdal, which argued, in effect, that black culture needed
to be discarded, and that blacks should shed their identities, become white people,
as it were. This was the same attitude the government promulgated about NativeAmericans in the 19th century, culminating in the 1883 Dawes Severalty Act, in which

continued on Page 6

continued on Page 6
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Fearless Leader, continued

outrage, as far as I am concerned, is The New
York Yankees and the Philadelphia Flyers
hockey team banishing their connections
to the great singer Kate Smith because she
recorded a couple of songs in the 1930s that
would be considered, in 2019, racist. Kate
Smith’s recording of “God Bless America”
became a second national anthem in the
wake of 9/11, but was already hugely popular
in the 1980s as The Cold War ground on.
Now Kate Smith is a non-person.
The history of the U.S. space program is
another example. We’re coming up on the
50th anniversary of the first moon landing. As
exciting as it was, there has been a good bit
of denial in recent years about the steps the
U.S. took to beat the Russians to the moon,
particularly the absolutely vital role that
German scientists who had worked for Nazi
Germany, played. Without Werner von Braun
and his team, there would have been no moon
landing. You wouldn’t know it by reading
most of the accounts of that period today.
Closer to home, Florida State University
finds itself in the uncomfortable position of
not being able to celebrate any of the people
who contributed to its founding in 1851
(and there were several) because they were
all slave owners, part of the Middle Florida
Cotton Kingdom. If we deny that they
existed, we don’t have to deal with the fact
that the people who were involved in an evil
institution also founded something very good
which has become something beyond their
wildest imagination. This is called complexity.
History is complex. Americans in 2019?
Well, I’m not so sure.
One thing I do know is that History must
continue to have a public face. It must not
be confined to academia, as important as
academia is. There must be individuals
and institutions willing to discuss and
confront the complexities of our past,
without attempting to deny it because it is
uncomfortable. Nothing must be off the table
because of decisions and actions that people
took decades or even centuries before. That’s
a cop-out and does us no good as citizens or
as human beings.
Historical truth is under siege because
we can’t define it any more. We live in a
postmodern age, the basis of which is that
there is no objective truth. If all truth is
subjective, then everything is true, even those
things that we hate—and nothing is true,
even those things that we love.

Hot Off the Presses, continued

Congress mandated that Native-Americans should shed their customs, traditions, and
religion in order to fit into white culture. What Walker is really saying in his book is
that the Warren Court—considered by most to be unabashedly liberal—was racist.
Ellison, Hurston, and Baldwin, along with Richard Wright and others, rejected
Brown vociferously, arguing that African-American culture—jazz, art, literature—was
unique and, and Warren, Welty, and the other white writers not only agreed with
that, but argued that governmental attempts at legal, but also cultural, integration
undermined one of the key markers of America: diversity. Why in the world, James
Baldwin asked, would black people want to become white people? The answer, it turns
out, is that they don’t.

Picturing Apollo 11:
Rare Views and
Undiscovered Moments
by J.L. Pickering and John Bisney
(University Press of Florida, $45).

Fifty years ago this July, Apollo 11 went to
the moon and returned. There is a gush of
new books about the space race—some good,
some not so good—but this one is particularly
engaging because it shows what went on
behind the scenes of what was probably the
most important voyage of discovery since
Columbus. J.L. Pickering has been collecting
unknown and little-known photographs
of the space program for 40 years, and this
selection from his archives is fascinating: Neil
Armstrong practicing on Florida beach using a “grabber” to pick up objects from the
lunar surface; the rollout of the Saturn V rocket from the Vehicle Assembly Building at
Cape Canaveral and its ever-so-slow movement to the launch pad on its giant crawler;
the more than one million spectators who came to watch it (one of whom was me); the
protestors from Ralph Abernaty’s “Poor People’s Campaign.”
I have two favorite photographs from this book. One is of the “The Moon Hut,”
a hamburger joint specializing in the Moonburger, and the Satellite Motel in
Cocoa Beach, each capitalizing on the excitement of the space race. There is a third
photograph I really like, too: it shows Dr. Werner von Braun, director of the Marshall
Space Flight Center in Huntsville, and Dr. Bob Gilruth, director of the Manned Space
Flight Center in Houston, the two men most responsible for the success of the Apollo
program. Wary of each other, suspicious, they still managed to get this magnificent
thing done.
Florida, of course, profited a lot from the space program. If you were there in the
60s and into the 70s, you know it took on a kind of boom-town atmosphere up and
down the east coast. It affected everything: state government, corporate citizenship,
technological know-how, tourism of course, real estate values. It was a moment sparked
by the exigencies of the Cold War, and the echoes of World War II. And yet the peak
of it only lasted for nine years, from 1960-69. Every president in my lifetime has said
they want to go back to the moon. Maybe this time.

continued on Page 7
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Fearless Leader, continued

Which is why an organization like the
Tallahassee Historical Society is so vital.
It is a public place of competing ideas, a
repository of seekers-after-historic truth,
which can, by its very existence, act as a
bulwark against the uncertainties and chaos
of the age. Which is why it needs to survive
and thrive. And with your help, it will.

I want to thank every member of the
historical society and the public who visited
and volunteered at our “History Tent” at the
Word of South festival, April 13 (photos
on page 9). I think we were all pleased at
the turnout and the different events we had.
My biggest regret is that due to the weather
(which did not turn out to be as bad as
anticipated), organizers shut down all the
vendors’ tents for Sunday the 14th, of which
we were one. That meant that our Sunday
schedule, which included a performance
by Theater with a Mission, a talk by author
Anders Walker, and a much anticipated panel
discussion on historic churches of Leon
County, had to be cancelled. I am hoping
that we can take a couple of these and turn
them into regular programs at our meetings
in the fall.
I got to thinking after it was over, and if we
have another tent next year, what we could
do to salvage our second day. The musical
performances were not cancelled, but were
moved indoors to stages like that at The
Moon. Then it hit me: we have a place we
can meet if Word of South gets cancelled:
The Martin House. There is enough room
for us and several other vendors, and it is just
up the hill from Cascades. I’ve already raised
it with Mary Glowacki, state archaeologist,
who has graciously allowed us to call the
Martin House our headquarters. I will keep
you posted. It might even make it possible
to add some more book dealers to Word of
South, particularly antiquarian book dealers
who would prefer to be inside, anyway.

A Pioneer’s Legacy
By Martha Saconchik-Pytel
Fenton Garnett Davis (Mrs. D. A.) Avant, fifth generation of her family, was born on
May 15, 1889 on Park Avenue in Tallahassee. She has left an irresistible legacy of early
Tallahassee history in her book, My Tallahassee. William Warren Rogers wrote the foreword
of the book.
Sounds made by ox cartwheels, train whistles and roosters crowing are part of everyday
occurrences in the book covering her 91 years, mostly spent in Tallahassee. Her
remembrances follow.
The trolley service that began in 1889 originated at North Monroe and Brevard Streets. The
end of the line was by the railroad station by Gaines Street. There was no way for the car to
turn around, so the driver unhitched the mules from one end of the car and hitched them to
the other end. The fare for the service that ended in 1896 was only a nickel.
There was no public water supply or sewage system. Each household had a well or cistern or
both and a privy. They also had a stable for a horse or cow. Fences were in the front of most
every house to keep out wandering cows.
Gas lamps were used in houses. Every evening a man riding a horse would light the gas
lamps at the intersections of the city limits—a mile square – bounded by Brevard, Meridian,
Gaines, and Copeland Streets.
continued on Page 8
Above: Fenton Garnett Davis Avant with David Avant, Jr. 1921. From Florida Memory.
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Here is the Tallahassee mule drawn car of 1880-1890.
(Florida State Photography Memory Collection Archives)

The circus came to town every few years on the Seaboard Railway. Tents
were set up at Fish’s Green bounded by Bronough, Madison, Boulevard, and
St. Augustine Streets. It paraded down Monroe Street in front of the Leon
Hotel in 1901 with elephants leading the way. Heavy taxes imposed on the
circus by the city ended shows in city limits.

Fenton Garnett Davis Avant is buried at Roselawn Cemetery.

In 1897, the Leon Academy had 150 students in a school heated by an iron pot-bellied stove. There was no cafeteria, library,
or office. Students funded their own textbooks and supplies. Many children were taken away from classes by diphtheria and
pneumonia. At age 11, Fenton’s younger sister and brother died of diphtheria while she remained healthy.
She was a distinguished academic, graduating in 1908 from Florida State College (F.S.U.) with honors and a degree in art
followed in 1909, when she was 18, with the master’s degree in Greek. She taught Greek and Latin at F. S U. and Greek, Latin,
and trigonometry at Leon High School. She was a member of many organizations including the Tallahassee Historical Society.
1. Lanier, Sidney. Florida – Its Scenery, Climate, and History,
Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott & Co., 1876.
2. Tallahassee Weekly True Democrat, March 5, 1909.
3. Blake, Sallie E. “Old Street Railway of Tallahassee,” Tallahassee
Historical Society Annual (1935), pp. 34-36.
4. Avant, Fenton Garnett Davis. My Tallahassee. Tallahassee: L’Avant
Studios, 1983.
5. Blake, Sallie E. “Old Street Railway of Tallahassee,” Tallahassee
Historical Society Annual (1935), p. 34.

Martha Saconchik-Pytel
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THS Members Have a Hot Time at
Word of South!

OK, so they cancelled the second day of Word of South.
Members of the Tallahassee Historical Society still had
a ball on April 13, under our “History Tent.” David
Proctor, chair of the History Department at TCC, kept
listeners spell bound with his stories of Old Tallahassee,
and then conducted one of his “Brain Bowl” quiz
games. Beth McGrotha talked about historic recipes
and foods, and brought plenty of samples. And finally,
Andy Wright, Matt Lutz, Cheryle Dodd, Martha Ray,
and Barbara Clark talked about historic cemeteries
in Tallahassee and Leon County and how to preserve
them. Several hundred people milled in and around
our tent throughout the day, enjoying the weather and
learning a good bit about our history. Since we didn’t
have anything to do on Sunday, we drew for fabulous
door prizes.

Here are our winners:

Myra Blanchard: one limited edition copy of Alexander
Key’s novel, Island Light
Hunter McDaniel: one limited edition copy of
Alexander Key’s novel, The Wrath and the Wind
Rachel Ostrande: one copy of Favored Land: A History of
Tallahassee and Leon County by William Warren Rogers
and Mary Louise Ellis
And finally…. Our grand prize winner, Susan Griggs,
who won a gingerbread loaf prepared by our own Beth
McGrotha, just like the one George Washington’s
mother prepared for him as he went forward to win the
revolution.
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“But Mom, I just took the Canoe out for a
test drive. I don’t know where I left it.”

We don’t know how this marvelous, probably
Mississippian Period, canoe came to rest at the bottom
of the Kissimmee River. Maybe a Native-American
teenager misplaced the keys five or six hundred years
ago. We do know, however, that recently, someone saw
it in the river and called the Bureau of Archeological
Research with the Department of State, who went and
got it, and on April 25, brought it to the Conservation
Lab in the R.A. Gray Building in Tallahassee. Florida,
more than another state in the union, is part of the
Atlantic World, where differing cultures meet and
interact. The discovery and recovery of this wonderful
piece of our history is proof of that.

Top right: Archeologists with the Department of State
delicately maneuver a 500-year old dugout canoe from
the Kissimmee River into a water tank in the R.A.
Gray Building. Top left: Water can be an excellent
preservative for ancient artifacts, as the dugout canoe
shows. Bottom: Secretary of State Laurel Lee chats
with members of the Archeological crew who recovered
the canoe. In the background, the vessel, which was
found in two sections, awaits immersion in water as
part of the preservation efforts.
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April Showers Bring May Flowers...
and a chance to Join the Tallahassee Historical Society.
Tallahassee Historical Society, Inc. - 501 (c)(3)
Membership Application
Annual membership dues: Individual, $20; Family, $30; College, $10; High School, $5
Membership extends one year from payment date.
Make checks payable to:
Tallahassee Historical Society, Inc. and include this form with your payment.
Hand deliver at event or mail to:
Membership Coordinator
Tallahassee Historical Society, Inc.
P.O. Box 3713
Tallahassee, FL 32315
Membership type (Check One): Individual r
paid:

Date:

Name:

/

/

1)

City:

Phone: (

State:

)

College r

High School r

Amount

Family member(s), if applicable:

2)

Address:

Family r

Zip:

Email:

Thank you for your support!
Tallahassee Historical Society, Inc. - 501 (c)(3)
Membership Application
Annual membership dues: Individual, $20; Family, $30; College, $10; High School, $5
Membership extends one year from payment date.
Make checks payable to:
Tallahassee Historical Society, Inc. and include this form with your payment.
Hand deliver at event or mail to:
Membership Coordinator
Tallahassee Historical Society, Inc.
P.O. Box 3713
Tallahassee, FL 32315
Membership type (Check One): Individual r
paid:

Date:

Name:

/

/

1)

2)

Address:
City:

Phone: (

)

State:

Email:

Family r

College r

Family member(s), if applicable:

Zip:
Thank you for your support!
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High School r

Amount

